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Abstract: In the present paper we deal with the semantics of prefixation. We will show that
prefixes acquire their semantic values in accordance with the meaning of the words which
they are attached to. Hence, the choice of a prefix is semantically determined by the base
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formation on the role of semantics more heavily than in the past.
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1. Introduction
A widely accepted view, since Aronoff (1976), is that in derivational
word formation it is the affix that selects the category of its base. Affixal
selection, however, has almost entirely dealt with suffixation and only
marginally considered the semantics of both suffixes and base words,
though suffixation has been rightly viewed as a process governed by a
complex array of restrictions.
Prefixation, however, has been scarcely studied from the point of
view of selection and a common practice was to subsume this process
of word formation under the generic label of derivation. Prefixes, con-
sequently, were treated in the same vein as suffixes and, as the latter,
considered—at least tacitly—to be constituents responsible for the se-
lection of base words. As a result it was, and still is, usual to maintain
that affixes select their bases.
However, a crucial, well-known difference exists between suffixation
and prefixation: suffixes are heads, at least from a categorial point of
view, while prefixes (generally and particularly in Italian) are not.
In this paper, we would like to explore the nature of selection that
takes place in prefixation and to maintain that prefixes, not being heads,
do not select their bases. The data to be discussed are drawn from Italian
but it is not excluded that the same line of reasoning can be applied to
other languages, at least to those where prefixes are not heads.
As a starting point, we would like to propose the following gener-
alization:
(a)(1) in suﬃxation, only suﬃxes which are heads1 select their base
(b) in preﬁxation, when the preﬁx is not the head, it is the base constituent that
selects the preﬁx
Furthermore, on the basis of a recent work by Scalise et al. (2005) aiming
to demonstrate that there is selection by the head constituent over the
non-head also in compound formation, we will propose that the above
generalisation, namely selection by the head, leads to the following mor-
phological2 principle:
1 We refer here to derivational suﬃxes that are category changing, thus excluding
from our analysis evaluative and inﬂectional suﬃxes.
2 We do not discuss here inﬂectional processes. However, we are inclined to think
that in these processes it is the lexical head that demands for the inﬂectional
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(2) Morphological Selection Principle
In morphological processes the head selects the non-head.
Another main tenet that we intend to propose here is that derived words
cannot be exocentric and this is true—we claim—both for suffixed and
prefixed words. We maintain, in fact, that the meaning of derived words
is strictly compositional; namely, in order to interpret a derived word no
supplementary information but that carried by the constituents actually
present in the string is needed. In the Italian word verduraio ‘vegetable
seller’, for example, the base noun verdura has its own lexical meaning and
the suffix -aio has the constant meaning ‘person who makes an activity
related to the base noun’. Nothing else is needed in order to correctly
interpret the word verduraio.
This sort of meaning composition is what we find in suffixation,
prefixation and endocentric compounding. There are cases (exocentric
compounds), on the other hand, where recourse to lexical information
missing in the construction is necessary. To interpret a word like redskin
‘person who has red skin’, for instance, we have to make recourse to an
element of meaning, ‘person’, which has no phonological representation in
the complex and—so to speak—has to be reconstructed or just guessed.
We will thus propose the following:
(3) Exocentricity Principle
In morphology, exocentricity is an exclusive property of compounds.
The presence of an element of meaning “external” to the complex word
is essential for the distinction between compounds and prefixed words
obtained with phonologically identical left constituents. The Exocentric-
ity Principle has the crucial consequence of excluding exocentric affixed
words from the vocabulary of complex words; in particular, with respect
to the problem we are concerned with here, excluding exocentric prefixed
words (as suggested, for example, in Iacobini 2004; Amiot 2004; 2005;
and Ralli 2005).
2. Two case studies
Prefixes are well known for being affixes that do not obey (or better,
obey to a lesser extent than suffixes) either the Unitary Base Hypothesis
morpheme. Also excluded from our analysis is evaluative suﬃxation because, as
just said, evaluative suﬃxes are not heads.
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(Aronoff 1976) or the Modified Unitary Base Hypothesis (Scalise 1983).
In particular, Italian prefixes can merge (to a large extent but not without
restrictions) with lexemes belonging to two or three lexical categories as
Iacobini and Scalise (2005) have shown. The meaning manifested by
prefixes when attached to members of diverse categories, however, is not
constant and, as for the semantics of prefixation, we will show that three
different situations can emerge:
(a)(4) semantic uniformity across bases of a single category
(b) polisemy on bases of a particular category
(c) polisemy on bases of diﬀerent categories
To substantiate our claim on selection by the head constituent, we will
examine two Italian prefixes: sopra- ‘over’ and contro- ‘counter’. The
two prefixes share the following three properties: both are disyllabic, can
be attached to two or three lexical categories and have a corresponding
preposition.
2.1. The prefix sopra-
The prefix sopra- (which has the phonological variant sovra-) originates
from the homophonous locative preposition sopra ‘over’. The preposition,
with its locative meaning, shows up obviously in phrases3 like sopra il letto
‘over the bed’, sopra il tavolo ‘over the table’ but also in morphological
constructions like the following:
(5) soprabito ‘overcoat’
sopracciglio ‘eyebrow’
sopraveste ‘overall’
We come back to these data at the end of this section. For now, let
us observe that the locative meaning of the preposition is retained by
sopra when attached to verbs (cf. (6)).4 But, in order to merge with
3 We do not consider here all the meaning variants the preposition can assume.
For a detailed examination of the corresponding English preposition over, see
Tyler – Evans (2001).
4 We are not sure if, in this case, sopra is a preposition or a preﬁx. It is generally
analysed as a preﬁx but it seems to us that the (few) examples in (6a) in the text
are instances of some kind of (lexical) incorporation. In its preﬁxal use, in fact,
sopra loses its locative meaning changing it into an evaluative one.
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sopra, verbs must indicate activities somehow involving space (cf. (6a));
otherwise, the result is ungrammatical (cf. (6b)):
(a)(6) sopraediﬁcare ‘to build on top’
sovrapporre ‘to overlap’
sovrastampare ‘to overprint’
sovrascrivere ‘to overwrite’
sovrainnestare ‘to overgraft’
(b) *sopraleggere lit. ‘overread’
*sopraparlare lit. ‘overspeak’
*soprachiamare lit. ‘overcall’
A peculiar case involving sopra is represented by complex adjectives per-
taining to the technical-scientific language of medicine (7a) or, to a minor
extent, to everyday language (7b):
(a)(7) soprarenale lit. ‘over renal’
sopranasale lit. ‘over nasal’
sopraoccipitale lit. ‘over occipital’
sopraorbitale lit. ‘over orbital’
sopraaortico lit. ‘over the aorta’
soprascapolare lit. ‘over scapular’
(b) sovratemporale lit. ‘over temporal’
sovranazionale lit. ‘over national’
The peculiarity of such constructions lies in sopra taking scope over the
noun on which the relational adjectives are constructed (e.g., rene ‘kid-
ney’, naso ‘nose’, occipite ‘occiput’, orbita ‘orbit’, aorta ‘aorta’, scapola
‘scapula’ and tempo ‘time’, nation ‘nation’), so the semantic structure of
these complex words turns out to be [[sopra+noun]+sufA]A. This seems
to suggest, consequently, that these are not actual cases of adjectival pre-
fixation: if this were the case, the meaning of sopra could not be locative
(an adjective cannot accept a locative modifier). What we can say about
such formations is that there is a kind of (possible) compound which is
derived with an adjectival suffix.5
Let us now examine the behaviour of sopra as a prefix.
5 A construction involving derivation of a compound of this kind is actually present
in Italian: sopracciliare ‘superciliary’, in fact, has the structure sopracciglio+ are,
sopracciglio ‘eyebrow’ being an existing word.
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With verbs sopra- assumes an evaluative meaning (cf. Grandi–Mon-
termini 2005 with respect to prefixal evaluation) indicating ’excess’:
(8) sovrabbondare ‘to super-abound’
sovracaricare ‘to overload’
sovraesporre ‘to overexpose’
sovrafatturare ‘to over-charge’
sovraﬀaticare ‘to over-tire’
sovraimporre ‘to superimpose’
sopravvalutare ‘to over-estimate’
The evaluative meaning of sopra- is determined by the meaning of the
verbs to which it is joined; all the verbs involved in the complex forms
in (8) (and listed in (9)) indicate activities which are “measurable” on a
quantitative or qualitative basis, and convey the idea of a—more or less
natural—limit. Such a limit can, of course, be exceeded and this is why
the prefix can be attached to them and assume the meaning ‘excessively’:
(9) abbondare ‘to abound’
caricare ‘to load’
esporre ‘to expose’
fatturare ‘to bill’
aﬀaticare ‘to tire’
imporre ‘to impose’
valutare ‘to evaluate’
Verbs not having a similar semantics do not allow sopra- evaluative pre-
fixation as (10) below illustrates:
(10)*sovracorrere ‘to over-run’
*sovraprendere ‘to over-take’
*sovraccendere ‘to over-light’
*sovrasalire ‘to over-go up’
*sovratradurre ‘to over-translate’
The shift from locative to evaluative meaning is not unexpected (cf. Ia-
cobini 2004, 132; Lieber 2004). Locative meaning in fact indicates limits
that can be superior or inferior to an external position; via metaphori-
cal extension, consequently, the superior position can be identified with
intensification and the inferior one can be identified with diminution.
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We claim, however, that this shift in meaning, though attributed to
the prefix, does depend on the meaning conveyed by the base lexeme.
Evaluative meaning is also manifested by sopra- in (a few) construc-
tions involving adjectives:
(11) sovrasensibile ‘supersensible’
sovrannaturale ‘supernatural’
sovrumano ‘superhuman’
sopracuto lit. ‘supersharp’
soprarazionale lit. ‘superrational’
The adjectives in the example are qualifying adjectives and, as such,
they express properties that can be intensified or exceeded. The forms
in (11) mean something like ’more than sensible/natural/human’ etc., so
the prefix acquires a meaning that can be generalized as ’more than’.
Let us consider, now, the behaviour of sopra- when attached to nouns
in the absence of locational meaning. The prefix is interpreted as con-
veying the meaning ‘supplement, addition’ as in the words listed below:
(12) soprammercato ‘in addition’
soprannome ‘nickname’
soprappaga ‘additional pay’
sopratassa ‘additional tax’
The interpretation of the prefix again depends on the meaning of the
base lexemes. Consider, for example, the word sopratassa (which is an
‘administrative sanction consisting in an increased contribution in case
of late payment’). A ‘tax’ is an amount of money to be paid to a public
administration. This amount of money can be increased in case of delayed
payment and the increased sum is a “supplement” of taxation: this is why
sopra in sopratassa acquires the specific meaning ‘addition’.
With nouns, however, sopra- also forms constructions like the fol-
lowing:
(13) soprannumero ‘supernumerary’
sovraccarico ‘overload’
sovrappeso ‘overweight’
Here, again, the meaning of the prefix—strictly related to the semantics
of the base nouns—is of the ‘evaluative’ type: implicitly associated with
the nouns number, load and weight is the information ‘quantitatively
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measurable’; and a quantity can be exceeded. This is why the prefix in
the complexes in (13) above acquires this specific meaning.
Summing up, we can say that, starting from a basic ’locative’ mean-
ing ’over’, sopra- acquires the meanings ‘in excess’ and also ’in addition’.
Different or specialized meanings of the prefix are the result of its inter-
action with the semantics of the lexical items with which it is merged.
Let us now review the data just examined taking into account the
possible variation listed in (4) above: sopra- represents a case of (4a),
that is a case of semantic uniformity on bases of a single category in
structures [pref+A] (i.e., sovrumano) while it represents a case of (4b),
viz. of polisemy on bases of a particular category when attached to verbs
(‘locative’ in sovrastampare, ‘evaluative’ in sopravalutare) or to nouns (‘in
addition’ in soprammercato, ‘eccessively’ in sovraccarico) since with each
of the two categories the prefix carries two meanings.
If we consider the whole behaviour of sopra-, we can also say that the
prefix represents a case of (4c), namely of polisemy on bases of different
categories since, when placed before lexemes of different lexical categories,
it assumes different meanings.
Going back to the constructions seen in (5), we want to maintain
that, in accordance with our Exocentricity Principle, they are to be
analysed as compounds. The merger of sopra with nouns (such as abito,
veste, ciglio), in fact, introduces an element of meaning not present in
the complexes: a soprabito is a ‘garment put over a coat’ but, if we take
into account the meanings of the two constituents, we are not able to
construct the whole meaning of soprabito; a sopracciglio is the ‘part of
the face delimiting eyes’ but sopracciglio only conveys the meaning ‘over
the eyelashes’ and the same happens with sopraveste which is ‘something
covering other clothes’.
Introduction of a new element of meaning is a property of sopra in
its prepositional use: prepositions are bi-argumental categories (cf. Bier-
wisch 1988) and, as such, have an ‘internal’ and an ‘external’ argument.
In constructions such as those in (5), the noun satisfying the external
position of the preposition is not lexically realized and the position is
unfilled: consequently, the constructions are exocentric.
2.2. The prefix contro-
Like sopra-, contro- is also a prefix originating from a preposition and still
functioning as a preposition whose meaning, however, is not different from
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that of the prefix.6 There are, clearly, constructions with the structure
[contro+N] that we consider to be exocentric compounds. An example
of such a construction is the noun controaliseo lit. ‘counter-Trades’ which
means ‘wind blowing in a direction opposite to that of the Trades’; even
though a controaliseo is a wind like an aliseo, it is not an aliseo and one
cannot refer to it with the name aliseo. Other examples are represented
by forms like contronatura lit. ‘against nature’ and contromano ‘in the
wrong direction’ both of which have adverbial uses; but as far as neither
contro nor natura andmano are adverbs, the constructions are exocentric.
In order to demonstrate our main point on selection, however, we
will discuss only the use of contro- as a prefix.
Contro- represents a clear case of variation in meaning within a sin-
gle process. When attached to nouns, in fact, contro- has at least four
different meanings (cf. Iacobini 2004, 143):
(a) a “central” meaning which is ‘contrary/opposite’ (as in (14a))
(b) an array of meanings (in front of, over, under, alternant) somehow
connected with the central meaning ‘contrary/opposite’ (as in (14b)),
(c) a meaning ‘strengthening, protection, validation’, as in (14c) and
(d) a fourth meaning which is ‘control’ (14d):
(a)(14) controaccusa ‘countercharge’
controﬀensiva ‘counter-oﬀensive’
controcritica ‘counter-criticism’
controinchiesta ‘counter-investigation’
controindicazione ‘contra-indication’
(b) controriva (in front of) lit. ‘counter-bank’
controcoperta (over) lit. ‘over-deck’
controﬁlare (alternant) lit. ‘counter-row’
controfondo (under) ‘false bottom’
(c) controbraccio (reinforcement) lit. ‘counter-arm’
controchiglia (reinforcement) lit. ‘counter-keel’
controfasciame (protection) lit. ‘counter-planking’
controﬁnestra (protection) ‘double-window’
controﬁrma (validation) ‘counter-signature’
(d) controcommissione ‘committee of control’
controesame ‘checking’
controperizia ‘additional expert report’
6 E.g., contro il dittatore ‘against the dictator’. Contro is also an adverb (cf. votare
contro lit. ‘to vote against’)
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As is apparent, a unique structure [contro+N] gives rise to a series of
meanings. Also in this case we can say that the particular meaning the
prefix assumes is base-driven.7 Consider, for example, the complex noun
controriva whose meaning is ‘strip of land in front of another strip of
land touching a river’: here contro- acquires the meaning ‘in front of’ due
to the meaning of riva ‘bank’; a river has two banks, and consequently
one of them is a controriva, namely a bank situated in the front, on the
opposite side.
In the same vein, we can explain why controfirma is a validation
signature: the meaning of contro- depends on what we know about the
function of a signature.
Apart from the forms in (14b–c) which have been grouped together
for their similarity in meaning, an interesting case is represented by the
group of prefixed words of the (14a) type, those carrying the central
meaning ‘contrary/opposite’. Let us examine a larger list of derivatives:
(15) controesodo lit. ‘counter-exodus’
controdata lit. ‘counter-date’
controdecreto lit. ‘counter-decree’
controcultura lit. ‘counter-culture’
controinformazione lit. ‘counter-information’
controﬀerta lit. ‘counter-oﬀer’
controﬁlare lit. ‘counter-row’
The meanings of the forms can be grosso modo paraphrased as “opposite/
contraryesodo/data/decreto/cultura/informazione/offerta/filare”, respec-
tively. Nonetheless, a more accurate examination of the semantics of
these derivatives allows us to say that there is a slight shift in the meaning
of the prefixes when compared to each other. Actually the interpretation
of these lexemes is the following.
(16) controesodo = ‘opposite direction’
controdata = ‘modiﬁcation’
controdecreto = ‘modiﬁcation’
controcultura = ‘position opposite to the dominant one’
controinformazione = ‘position opposite to the dominant one’
controﬀerta = ‘substitution’
controﬁlare = ‘alternance’
7 We borrowed the term from Giegerich (1999) and Plag (2004).
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This shows that a huge variation represented by many different nuances
of meaning is present within a single morphological process. The general
meaning ‘opposite’, in fact, can assume various values which are not in-
terchangeable. For example, the meaning of contro- in controesodo is not
the same as that in controdata: while the first contro- means ‘opposite’,
the second one does not and the two meanings cannot be mutually sub-
stituted. In fact, a controdata is not a ‘date opposite to another date’
but is a ‘date annulling or modifying a preceding one’.
Therefore, we claim that it is the base constituent of prefixed words,
namely the head constituent, that determines the peculiar semantic value
the prefix assumes in a specific formation. Consequently, we can say that
prefixation is base-driven (i.e., head-driven) and that it is the head (the
lexeme) that attributes a specific meaning to the prefix. In other words,
the prefix has a general meaning and the head word that it is merged
with specifies this meaning on the basis of its own semantic information.
3. The Exocentricity Principle
To support the Principle of Exocentricity we proposed in (3) above, we
will further discuss the prefix sopra- in order to show how the difference
between a prefixed word and an exocentric compound can be accounted
for.
In order to do that, we will make use of a slightly modified version of
Lieber’s (2004) theory of lexical semantics, here very briefly summarized
only for the purposes of the present discussion.
3.1. Lieber’s theory of lexical semantics
Assuming, with much of the literature on the subject, that prefixes are not
heads (to the extent that they do not produce any change in the category
of the base constituent which they are attached to), Lieber proposes
a representation of prefixes as affixes having a (semantic-grammatical)
skeleton and a (semantic-pragmatic) body. The prefix over, for example,
is considered to be the bound equivalent of the preposition over and,
consequently, to carry the same skeletal information. The preposition
has the following skeleton:8
8 [Loc], which stands for ‘location’, is a feature Lieber uses for lexical items “for
which position or place in time or space is relevant”. Consequently, [+Loc] signals
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(17) over
skeleton: [+Loc ([ ], [ ])]
viz.: over is a locational preposition which takes two arguments (the
second of which is optional since over can be both transitive and intran-
sitive)9 and is characterized by a body specifying that:
– its object argument is sometimes a point and sometimes a surface
– its focal point is Pf (=final point), meaning implied progression to-
wards the endpoint
– it implies (generally) a vertical axis of orientation
– it implies sometimes mere approach to the endpoint and sometimes
the reaching of the limit.10
Formally, all that has the cumulative representation that follows:
(18) over
skeleton: [+Loc ([ ], [ ])]
body: dimension-0/2; focus-Pf; axis-vertical; limit-no/yes
The prefixal form over- has only some of the meanings of the preposition,
those illustrated in (19):
(19) over-
(a) locational
skeleton: [+Loc ([ ], [ ], 〈base〉)]
body: dimension-0; focus-Pf; axis-vertical; limit-no
examples: overarch (intrans.), overprint (trans.)
(b) locational/completive
skeleton: [+Loc ([ ], [ ], 〈base〉)]
body: dimension-2; focus-Pf; axis-vertical; limit-yes
examples: overcloud (intrans.), overcover (trans.)
(c) excess
skeleton: [+Loc ([ ], 〈base〉)]
body dimension-0; focus-Pf; axis-vertical; limit- Pf
examples: overact (intrans.), overcapitalise (trans.)
that the items bearing the feature “pertain to position or place” while “[−Loc]
items [are] those for which the explicit lack of position or place is asserted”
(2004, 99).
9 Optionality is signalled by underlining.
10 Cf. Lieber (2004, 130) for a more detailed explanation.
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As can be seen, the only difference in the lexical semantic representation
of the simple preposition (in (18)) and that of the prefix is found in the
‘excess’ sense of the prefix that is associated with an intransitive skeleton.
This is so because with the ‘excess’ meaning there is no change at all in
the argument structure of the base verb to which the prefix is attached.
In the formation of derived words, the skeletons of the constituents
add to one another and the Principle of Coindexation11 integrates affixal
arguments with base arguments.
The skeleton of a prefix is a simple one12 except in the case of prefixes
which are heads; the latter introduce a different category and possibly
new arguments.13
To demonstrate the validity of our Exocentricity Principle, let us
analyse sopra in accordance with Lieber’s framework.
3.2. Sopra
We have shown above that sopra is an item which can work lexically
both as a preposition and as a prefix. In its prepositional use it forms,
in the lexicon, compound lexemes. According to Lieber, the skeleton of
the preposition should be that in (18). However, though we agree with
the idea that prepositions are bi-argumental categories, we are inclined
to think that the representation of the skeleton of a preposition made by
Lieber is not quite correct. The external argument of P is not, according
to Bierwisch (1988), inside P′′ since it is not the specifier of P. In other
words, the external argument of the preposition is not projected by P. To
code this fact, consequently, we suggest for sopra the (tentative) modified
skeleton below:
(20) sopra
[+Loc ([ ], [([ ])])]
11 The Principle of Coindexation sounds like this: “In a conﬁguration in which
semantic skeletons are composed, co-index the highest non-head argument with
the highest (preferably unindexed) head argument. Indexing must be consistent
with semantic conditions on the head argument, if any.” Cf. Lieber (2004, 60).
12 For example, the skeleton of the negative in- is [−Loc ([ ], 〈base〉)]
13 Commonly, for example, English en- (richA → enrichV) is considered a preﬁx
with head properties.
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where the argument external to the preposition is not in the first position
but in the second one and its particular nature of not being a specifier of
the preposition is marked by additional square brackets.
The structure of complex forms like those in (5) above (here illus-
trated with soprammobile lit. ‘over furniture’= ‘ornament’) is thus the
following:
(21) soprammobile
[+Loc ([i ], [([ ])]) ([+material
14 ([i ])])]
sopra mobile
In formations like this, compositions of arguments take place and coindex-
ation has effect between the sole argument of the noun and the internal
argument of the preposition (the only one it projects and which is the
first—or higher—one).
Such an indexing constitutes, actually, a kind of violation of the
Coindexation Principle, since coindexation should involve the head con-
stituent missing in the PN construction. Selection, however, also op-
erates between the [+Loc] and the [+material] elements and we guess
that coindexation is necessary here, too, in order to justify the fact that
the [+material] constituent—namely, the noun—saturates the internal
argument of the [+Loc] constituent.15
The additional argument carried by the preposition is, in the com-
posed skeleton, the external one that remains free and can be made to
refer to the absent head—thus accounting for the exocentricity of the
complex.
However, these constructions would not constitute a violation of the
Coindexation Principle if they could be viewed as a sort of (para)synthetic
construction where the three constituents (P, N, and the covert nomi-
naliser) merge simultaneously. In this case, the covert nominal head’s ar-
gument should be coindexed with the higher argument of P (the external
one) while the second P’s argument would be coindexed with the argu-
ment of N.16 Clearly, a solution like this deserves further investigation.
14 The feature [+material] stands for concrete nouns while [−material] stands for
abstract ones.
15 It seems to us, in fact, that in a PN construction, though headless, it is P that
subordinates N and, consequently, its higher argument (the ﬁrst one, which is
the internal) co-indexes with the argument of N.
16 Exocentric compounding can be viewed as a ’double phase’ construction where
two constituents are merged either on a categorial basis or on the basis of the
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Thus, an accurate semantic structure of a complex lexeme such as
soprammobile, accounting for its full interpretation, should actually be
the following:
(22) soprammobile
[+material [j ]], [+Loc ([i ], [([j ])] ([+material ([i ])])]
∅ sopra mobile
Here the zero constituent (of a nominal nature as [+material] indicates),
signalling a phonologically non-overt element, is the head and its higher
(sole) argument co-indexes with the only unindexed argument of its (com-
plex) base.
Another case of prepositional locative meaning carried by sopra is
represented by formations like soprarenale, sopracciliare, etc. discussed
in (7) above. For such constructions we suggest, therefore, the following
structure:
(23) soprarenale
[−dynamic17 ([j ] , [+Loc ([i ] [([j ])] ([+material ([i ])])])]
-ale sopra rene
Here, Lieber’s formalism allows us to highlight the semantic structure of
the formation: starting from a kind of (possible) exocentric [P+N] com-
pound where coindexation takes place between the unique R argument
(in Williams’ 1981 terms) of the noun and the first (internal) argument
of the preposition, the complex structure of the adjective—which is con-
sequently a derived formation—is obtained by coindexing the first (sole)
argument of the (relational) adjectival suffix with the external argument
of sopra. Here coindexation points to the fact that the arguments merge
in a single one which will be projected in the syntax as a property of
the adjective.
In its use as a true prefix, sopra- changes its meaning and loses the
prepositional skeleton in favour of a prefixal one that consequently has
only one argument. Prefixes are not heads but, to guarantee non-creation
of new arguments, the skeletons of the two words must compose. Thus,
respective semantic values. Since neither of the two constituents is the head of the
complex, a further phase of covert category attribution is consequently needed
(where coindexation is probably unnecessary).
17 According to Lieber’s theory, [−dynamic] is the semantic feature for stative verbs
and adjectives.
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coindexation of the first argument of the head-verb with that of the prefix
guarantees the lack of independent reference of the prefixal argument in
the syntax:
(24) sopravalutare
[+ dynamic ([i ] [ ], [+Loc ([i ])])]
valutare sopra
Forms such as soprannaturale have a similar structure. This kind of
adjectives bears the meaning ‘more than A’, as we saw in (11) above;
the representation is the one in (25), since the prefix has scope over the
entire adjective:
(25) soprannaturale
[−dynamic ([i ], [+Loc ([i ])])]
naturale sopra
The skeleton of the head (the adjective) subordinates that of the non-
head and coindexation guarantees unique reference in syntax.
A problematic case of prefixation keeping the locative value of the
preposition is represented by forms like sovrastampare ‘to overprint’,
listed in (6a) above.
Though keeping our doubts about the prefixal nature of such con-
structions,18 (a topic that deserves further investigation), we propose for
the moment the following skeletal representation for prefixal sopra-:
(26) sovrastampare
[+ dynamic ([i ] [ ], [+Loc ([i ])])]
stampare sopra
Here the first argument of the head constituent, the verb stampare ‘to
print’, coindexes with the argument of the prefix to avoid addition of an
argument to the verb; the two arguments, nevertheless, will remain free
for syntactic saturation.
18 See footnote 2. Sopra, actually, introduces an additional argument: stampare y/
sovrastampare y con z ‘to print y/to overprint y with z’ and thus manifests
peculiar properties in comparison to the majority of preﬁxes.
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4. Two alleged counterexamples
One of the goals of the present paper is to demonstrate that in word
formation an Exocentricity Principle is at work that excludes exocentric-
ity from derivational processes and allows for it only in compounding.
In what follows, we will discuss some alleged counterexamples in two
different languages, Modern Greek and French.
4.1. Modern Greek
In Modern Greek there are some complex forms (cf. (27)) that Ralli (2005)
analyses as exocentric prefixed words. Such forms are obtained from a
nominal root to which a prefix and an adjectival ending are attached:
(27) akeros/-i/-o < a- ker- -os/ -i/ -o
‘ill-timed, inopportune’ time masc.nom.sg/ fem.nom.sg/ neu.nom.sg
antimetopos/-i/-o < anti- metop- -os/ -i/ -o
‘confronting, faced’ front masc.nom.sg/ fem.nom.sg/ neu.nom.sg
Ralli maintains that the adjectival endings (-os, -i, -o) are not deriva-
tional suffixes but inflectional elements because they are always present
in adjectives and convey number, gender and case information. The base
constituent is a nominal one, but the structure [base+ os/-i/-o] does
not form an adjective since the result is not a free form. This structure
becomes a free element when a prefix is attached. The constituents on
the edges must be both present, since [prefix+base] is not even a free
standing form.
Ralli observes that constructions of this kind cannot be given the
category ‘adjective’ even by the prefix because prefixes, usually, are not
heads and do not change the category of the constituent they are attached
to. These are the reasons why, according to Ralli, such forms should be
analysed as exocentric prefixed constructions.
The constructions in (27) resemble Romance parasynthetic forma-
tions where neither [base+ suffix] nor [prefix+base] form actual words.19
Their similarity with Romance parasynthetic forms is reinforced by the
fact that, in the Modern Greek formations, the prefix does not add its
19 On Italian parasynthesis, cf. Scalise (1983) and Crocco Galeas–Iacobini (1993)
(among others).
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prototypical meaning but a peculiar one, as is the case, for example, in
Italian parasynthetic verb formation, too.
We are thus inclined to think that the Modern Greek formations dis-
cussed by Ralli are parasynthetic adjectives, formations in which a covert
adjectival suffixation process (namely a process of zero suffixation or con-
version) converting the nominal root into an adjective is accompanied by
an overt process of prefixation.20
4.2. French
French also has prefixed forms that Amiot (2004; 2005)21 considers as
exocentric. Amiot says that forms such as après-communisme lit. ‘after-
communism’, après-dîner ‘after dinner’ and avant-scène lit. ‘front stage’
are denominal nouns whose (absent) referent is in relation with the ref-
erent of the base noun. Communisme, for example, indicates in both
lexemes (the complex and the simple one) a ‘period of time’ but commu-
nisme has a meaning different from après-communisme. Amiot points
out that “Les deux sont de même nature mais ne désignent pas la même
réalité” (Amiot 2005, 74–5). Consequently, she suggests treating the com-
plex forms as exocentric prefixed constructions.
A possible answer to Amiot’s claim is in the discussion on the Ex-
ocentricity Principle in section 3 above. Actually, the data discussed by
Amiot are completely similar to the Italian ones we have presented in
this paper. As such they are not, to our mind, counterexamples to the
Exocentricity Principle.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have tried to demonstrate, on the basis of the Italian
prefixes sopra- ‘over’ and contro- ‘counter’, that prefixes lacking head
properties do not select the constituent they merge with.22 On the con-
20 Several diﬀerent analyses have been proposed in order to explain parasynthetic
fomations. However, we are not defending here any theoretical position.
21 We thank Bernard Fradin for drawing our attention to Amiot’s works in personal
communication.
22 In this paper we have produced evidence for Italian but we are inclined to think
that our conclusions can be equally applied to all preﬁxation processes where
preﬁxes are non-category-changing elements.
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trary, it is the base lexeme that “selects” the prefix on the basis of its own
meaning. The encyclopaedic information tied to the head constituent is
also responsible for the meaning variation that prefixes manifest. It is
the array of information contained in what Lieber (2004; 2006) calls “the
body” that determines the meaning shift that can be observed in prefixes.
Such a shift is, we guess, a peculiar property of non-head prefixes. This
is not the case with suffixes: the meaning of a suffix is “autonomous” and
“constant” while a prefix usually has a general meaning whose speciali-
sation is the result of its attachment to a base word.
Compare for example cases where a suffix (i.e., -ino) and a prefix
(i.e., mini-) express more or less the same meaning (cf. Grandi–Monter-
mini 2005). While in tavolo → tavolino ‘table—little table’, gatto → gat-
tino ‘cat—little cat’ the meaning of the suffix is always ‘little’, mini- can
have two meanings: ‘little’ (market → mini-market) and a meaning not
strictly connected with ‘little’, namely ‘short’ (e.g., skirt → mini-skirt).
The fact that selection in prefixed words is base-driven (namely
head-driven) allowed us to demonstrate that a Morphological Selection
Principle, stating that it is the head that selects the non-head, is at work
in word formation since suffixation and compounding, too, are head-
driven processes.
Furthermore, the line of analysis developed in this paper is in ac-
cordance with our Exocentricity Principle stating that in word formation
only compounds can be exocentric. Even though exocentricity has been
claimed to be a property not only of compounds but also of prefixed
words, we have demonstrated in this paper that prefixed words are en-
tirely interpretable on the basis of their constituents. On the contrary,
other complex words sharing with prefixed words the left constituent but
requesting an extra element of meaning in order to be correctly inter-
preted are exocentric compounds.
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